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Abstract: Food waste is a global challenge resulting in considerable environmental impact. This presentation take a closer look at the 
hospitality sector and look at anti food waste strategies particular in the context of public food. It report on two concrete projects that deals 
with climate impact and food waste in hospital food services– the FoodTura and the FoodServInSPIRe projects. It gives examples of different 
approaches to reducing food waste and concludes by listing recommendations for what the public food sector can do.



Public food & hospitality

• Is it possible to speak about such a thing as 
hospitality in the public public foodscapes?

• YES! 

• From Derrida, Kant over the institutions of the 
hospitality sector to the work of Justesen

Hospitality within hospital meals - Socio-Material Assemblages 
Lise Justesen La, Szilvia  Gyimóthy Sb, Bent E. Mikkelsen a.



Meal strategies at hospital

Meals as conviviality 

“it was really convivial to sit 

eating while the sun was 

shining…. it was a good 

feeling” 

Meals as sociability

but it is not nice to be in the 

range of someone with 

walker, with wheelchair and 

someone with drip stands. 

It's a nice bunch to look at 

...so we're doing a bit of fun 
with each other” 

Meals as expression cue 

I think it looks boring. It is the 

service they provide here. I 

think it's beneath contempt” 



Foodscapes
People, meals & spaces

IMAGES OF FOODSCAPES -

INTRODUCTION TO FOODSCAPE 

STUDIES AND THEIR

APPLICATION IN THE STUDY OF 

HEALHY EATING OUT OF HOME 

ENVIRONMENTS 

Mikkelsen, BE. Perspectives in Public 
Health, 2011
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Politicisation & Scientification

When something becomes a 
matter of concern  for the public” 
Latour, 2004

Scientification – when something
becomes a subject of science

Bruno Latour Politiques de la nature. Harvard University Press. Avaliable in English: Politics of 
Nature: How to Bring the Sciences Into Democracy 2004



Beyond numberization

two distraction strategies

• People tend to refer only to 
aggregate numbers and figures - not 
to their own

• People tend to refer to downstream
strategies – not upstream



Up stream
structural change

Down stream
individualizing responsibilities, 

blaming the victim



6 channels of food waste

• Growing

• Manufacturing

• Logistics

• Retail

• Domestic

• Food service



Food waste as an issue

• Food waste matters (Evans, 2013)

• Emerging priority (Euro Parliament 2012: cut 
by ½ 2025)

• Growing # of foodbanks

• UN Environment Progam (2013)

• A celebrity issues (Jamie Oliver)

• Activists and ”advocats”

• A must have issue for retailers, politicians etc



Growing Public awareness
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Not a new agenda

JFK, 1960: I am not satisfied

• I’m not satisfied when we have over $9 billion 
worth of food, some of it rotting even though 
there is a hungry world and even though four 
million Americans wait every month for a food 
package from the government which averages 
5 cents a day per individual. 

• John F Kennedy Opening statement. First 
televised presidential debate, September 1960



http://www.dr.dk/Nyheder/Indland/2013/10/04/185727.htm



Dual impact of food intake



Food waste = CO2 emisssion

Ofei, K cited from ETC/SCP working paper 
1/2009



FAO 2010
http://www.fao.org/d
ocrep/016/i3004e/i30
04e.pdf



IntraGovernmental agencies

call for action



FAO: 
SAVE FOOD - Global Initiative on Food Loss and Waste Reduction

• Awareness raising on the impact of, and solutions for 
food loss and waste. 

• Collaboration and coordination of world-wide 
initiatives

• Policy, strategy and programme development for food 
loss and waste reduction. 

• Investment programmes and projects, implemented 
by private and public sectors. 



Public Food awareness



What we know from litterature



An upstream approach

HerLev Godt intervention that reorganised
the hospital catering system resulted in a 

significant drop in food waste

Friel M, Nielsen M.A, Biltz C, Gut R, Mikkelsen, B E, Almdal T. 
Reorganization of a hospital catering system increases food 
intake in patients with inadequate intake. Scan J Food Nutr 
2006; 50 (2): 83–8. 



UK foodservice

340.000 trucks of food waste
• Restaurants, hotels, pubs and 

quick service restaurants (QSRs) 
serve a large number of 
individual consumers. WRAP 
research estimates that in 2009 
UK pubs, restaurants, take-aways
and hotels produced around 3.4 
million tonnes of waste. Of this, 
1.5 million tonnes of this was 
sent to landfill and has an 
associated carbon impact of 
around 4 million tonnes of 
CO2e. WRAP estimates the costs 
associated with avoidable food 
waste to be more than £720 
million.http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/hospi

tality-and-food-service-wraps-work-0

http://www.journalistenheder.dk/



Food Waste in hospitality
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Source: Report prepared for the Nordic Council of 

Ministers Prevention of foaod waste in restaurants, hotels, 

canteens and catering Project number: 2010.03.04. Date: 

11. May 2012



Food waste: where?

• Before: 6-10%

• Under: 15-45% in the 
serving situation

Ofei, K cited from 

Williams, P.,Walton, K. Plate waste in hospitals and strategies for 
change. e-SPEN, the European e-Journal of Clinical Nutrition and 
Metabolism 6 (2011) e235ee241

Engstrom,R and Carlsson-Kanyama, A.Food losses in foodservice 
institutions examples from Sweden, Food Policy 29(2004) 203-213



What we do

Foodtura
www.foodtura.aau.dk

FoodServInSPIRE
www.FoodServInSPIRE.aau.dk



AAU-MENU action 

awareness raising

• Awareness raising:

• 110 participants

• Overwhelming media coverage



Development of protocol

• Exploratory study 3 executive catering managers in institutions and 
hospitals. 

• A protocol for interviews with set themes was developed. 
• 4 cases was selected and presented at the conference Stort køkken ………
• 2nd version of the interview protocol was developed on the basis of these 

presentations and the insights from first interviews.
• Final part of the conference was organised as a cafediscussion on 

predefined themes 
• Outcome of disussions were summarized and used as input for the 

development of the version 2.0 of the protocol
• As the final step interviews using the ver 2.0  of the interview frame was 

carried out
• All interviews was carried out with 

– catering managers in the Catering Production Unit (CPU) of the institution
– catering staff in CPU’s 
– staff at the wards responsible of for the decentral serving of food. 



FoodServInspire: 

Reducing Food  waste
• Analysis of the centralized meal system in 

relation to meal ordering, forecasting and 
portioning of meals for wards and food 
waste.
  Centralized food production unit            Satellite Kitchens/Wards  

 
Patients meal 

orders

Centralised  bulk portion size  
delieverd  to the  wards

Portion size  served to  patients

Patient intake from portion served

Patients plate waste/Food waste

Unserved  portion dicarded as  
food waste

Extra to cater for 
unexpected 

demands Kwabena Ofei



Monitoring food waste

Courtesy of 
Kwabena Ofei. 



Nutrition first, then waste

Brugeren først og derefter klimaet:

”Patientens overlevelse… Og så kikker vi på 

det andet senere hen, ik’?!”. 

Mirka Genzmer 
& Janni Nielsen



Barriers: Excerpt from interviews

• Don’t know exact no of patients 

• Buffet serving creates extra waste since 
there should be food for all

• Reduction is impossible with 
transdisciplinary coop

• Food waste is inherent in system

• Food waste is a hidden ressource
Mirka Genzmar & Janni Nielsen: interviews foretaget på tre 
storkøkkener i Storkøbenhavn



Recommendations

• Develop a systematic method for conducting food waste auditing 
across the entire food service sector 

• Develop communicative tool/framework on best practices of 
reducing food waste in the different foodservice settings for 
foodservice professionals. 

• Development of programme targeting food waste behavioral 
change among foodservice professionals (Education/Training).

• Pilot testing different catering systems providing meals to patient 
near to meal times 

• Incorporating forecasting models that considers patient portion 
size preference).

• A by-product of waste optimization is detailed food profile of each 
patient that can be used to make sure the patient eats correctly. 

Reducing food waste in large scale institutions and hospitals-insights from interviews with 
Danish foodservice professionals,  Ofei KT. 1, Werther M. 1, Thomsen JD. 2 and Mikkelsen BE. 1



What foodservice can do

Different approaches

• Technological

• Behavioural

• Organisational

• Monitoring

• Cultural

• Waste2value



What food service can do?

Behaviour & monitoring

• Menuplanning and 
utilisation of  food

• W2V. Re use traditional
by products.

• Use own semi-preps

• Procurement and 
inventory management

• Manage shelf life

• Opmise inventory and 
storage facilities

• Manage accoriding to 
prefs

• Use NRS 2002 data

• Use on-line
monitorering

• Apply portioncontrol



Data from Foodtura

• Rigshospitalet

• Glostup Hospital

• Hvidovre Hospital

• Gentofte Hospital

• Region Hovedstaden

• Ålborg Universitetshospital

• Region Nord

http://www.foodtura.aau.dk/



Public climate strategies

• Public procurement: approx 10% of total

• Public foods approx: 5-6 billion DKR/y

• Municipalities and regions:  needs to 
hand in annual climate strategies

• Climate strategies are linked to an area

• Coordinated in Kommune Kontakt 
Rådene (KKR)



Foodtura

findings

• More Consumerism in Public food systems  

• ”People, Places, Policies”

• Food & Nutrition Policies is an tool
increasingly being applied

• Waste is incresaingly an issue in FNP’s

• Caterers are increasingly expected to be able
to track food waste



Foodtura

constraints

• Food is seldom top priority at wards

• Difficult to get feedback form wards on waste

• Cross disciplinary coop needed

• Food service has little influence on wards

• Wards have little incentives to do precise
requisition

• Wards has little insigth in amounts



The educational approach

• Master of science in

Integrated Food Studies

• www.menu.aau.dk



The FoodScape Lab

hands on food waste studies

Foto: Armando Perez Cueto, Sept 7, 2012



Deconstructing the 

Doggy Bag Project

• The Three P´s Model 
– (Inspired by Bent Egberg Mikkelsen)

• SWOT Analysis 
– (p. 10, Andersen 2008)

• Core Affects Model 
– (p. 278, Andersen 2008)

• Stakeholder Matrix 
– (p. 82, Andersen 2008)

Page 82, Andersen 2008

Inspired by Bent Egberg Mikkelsen

Integrated Food Studies
www.ifs.aau.dk Laura Birgitte Meyhoff Petersen et al 



Deconstructing the United Against

Food Waste (PINGO part of Fusions)

Mukti Ram Chapagain Integrated Food Studies www.ifs.aau.dk



Conclusion

• Food Waste = a grand challenge

• Food waste: a people’s cause

• Food waste as an excuse

• Food Service / Hospitality has a responsibility

• Focus needs to be: less numbers more action

• Less aggregated data more local data

• Sector specific evidence based action needed



Thanks to

The audience
And my colleagues & co workers

Kwabena Ofei

Michelle Werther

Janice Sorensen

Living Lab Food & Nutrition

Food+ Design

CET  & Aalborg Sygehus

MENU group

Inspire Food/FoodServInSPIRe

Foodtura colleagues



More info: bemi@plan.aau.dk

http://www.en.menu.aau.dk/digitalAssets/77/77713_77417_friday_openseminar.pdf


